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Abstract
In order to produce visually appealing digital models of cultural heritage artefacts, a meticulous reconstruction
of the 3D geometry alone is often not sufficient, as colour and reflectance information give essential clues of the
object’s material. Standard texturing methods are often only able to overcome this fact under strict material and
lighting condition limitations. The realistic reconstruction of complex yet frequently encountered materials such
as fabric, leather, wood or metal is still a challenge. In this paper, we describe a novel system to acquire the 3Dgeometry of an object using its visual hull, recorded in multiple 2D images with a multi-camera array. At the same
time, the material properties of the object are measured into Bidirectional Texture Functions (BTF), that faithfully
capture the mesostructure of the surface and reconstruct the look-and-feel of its material. The high rendering
fidelity of the acquired BTF texture data with respect to reflectance and self-shadowing also alleviates the limited
precision of the visual hull approach for 3D geometry acquisition.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Picture/Image Generation]: Digitizing and scanning I.3.7 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism]: Color, shading, shadowing, and texture I.4.1 [Digitization
and Image Capture]: Reflectance

1. Introduction
Three-dimensional digitisation using laser range scanners
has a long tradition in industrial applications, such as reverse
engineering, quality control and part inspection, where the
geometric error of the acquired data compared to the original model is the ultimate criterion. More recently, with hardware becoming available at more reasonable costs, the use of
3D data acquisition has expanded to other application fields
like cultural heritage and entertainment industries. In these
application fields, however, the faithful reconstruction of the
visual appearance is often much more important than the geometric error alone.
In archeological and museum applications, where digital
archives of cultural heritage artefacts become more and more
commonplace, the demand for realistic reconstruction of an
artwork’s material is particularly high, as this often gives
critical hints about important characteristics of the object,
such as for instance the location, epoch, or circumstances
under which the artwork was created.
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A standard approach to digitise a 3D cultural heritage
artefact would be to acquire the geometry first (up to a certain degree of detail) using a Laser Range Scanner, structured light, tactile sensors or even a volumetric approach
on the basis of MRT- or CT-data. Given an appropriate
parametrisation, additionally recorded 2D-images can then
be projected onto the geometry as diffuse textures to represent colour and fine detail information — at the disadvantage
that the illumination is fixed to the conditions under which
the photographs were taken. Fixing the lighting conditions,
unfortunately, severely limits the use of 3D digital representations in cultural heritage applications, because moving, rotating and seeing an artefact in different environments is an
important operation that often gives additional insight. Traditional texturing methods are not capable of transporting
the characteristic appearance of complex, inhomogeneous,
yet often encountered materials like fabric, leather, or wood.
Another problem of this standard approach, common to all
of the above geometry acquisition methods is their inability
to handle transparent, reflective or fuzzy materials. In ad-
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Figure 1: Leather Material, rendered using standard texturing (left), bump mapping (middle), and BTF-rendering
(right).

dition, geometry acquisition usually involves sophisticated
procedures during, and after, recording (such as path planning in order to ensure detection of the complete surface,
registration, reconstruction and parametrisation).
As a consequence, 3D photography (as it is also called)
is often perceived by end-users in the museums as a complicated and time-consuming procedure with possibly nonsatisfying results – in one word impractical for large classes
of objects and applications.
With this situation in mind, we present in this paper a
novel high fidelity acquisition system to synchronously capture an object’s 3D geometry and material properties in a
very time-efficient and user-friendly way. Our system exploits images from the multi-camera array depicted in Figure 3 first to reconstruct an artefact’s coarse to medium scale
geometry using a GPU-based visual hull technique, resulting in a closed triangle mesh. In parallel, the images are also
used to capture the object’s appearance into so-called bidirectional texture functions (BTF) – a 6-dimensional texture
representation introduced by Dana et al. [DNvGK97] which
extends the common textures by dependence on light- and
view-direction, and thereby allows for photo-realistic rendering of an objects micro- and mesostructure (cf. Figure 1).
The key contribution of this paper is a system that
• fully automatically acquires 3D-data, capturing an object’s geometry and its visual appearance in form of bidirectional textures
• faithfully reconstructs the object’s mesostructure using
BTF-techniques and therefore effectively overcomes the
limited accuracy of the visual hull technique
• is time efficient and very easy to use.
The reasoning behind our decision to also reconstruct the
explicit geometry (compared to a purely image based and
geometry-free approach) is that in addition to efficiency reasons, having direct access to the geometrical properties appears to be a virtue in itself for various purposes, such as

Statistical Shape Analysis,
Interaction with other objects (collisions, shadows, ...)
Multimodal interaction (sound, haptics)
Modelling applications (surface editing)

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In the following section we will shortly review the relevant literature
related to our approach presented in this paper, an overview
over which is presented in section 3. The setup of our multicamera acquisition device used to capture the required images will be described in section 4. Our modified Visual
Hull algorithm is discussed in section 5.1, whereas section
6 deals with the techniques used to record and render the
BTF equipped model.
2. Related Work
The desire to create synthetic photo-realistic images of objects under new lighting conditions and for new view points
has a long tradition in computer graphics.
Traditionally the geometry of a surface is modelled explicitly (e.g. with triangles) only up to a certain scale,
while the remaining surface properties responsible for the
reflectance behaviour of a material are simulated using relatively simple analytical bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF) models (e.g. [LFTG97]). Fine textural surface detail is typically captured by photographic images or
procedurally generated textures which are projected onto the
geometry.
Although this traditional approach has produced remarkable results for numerous examples, it becomes unfeasible
for large classes of materials where the so-called mesostructure is essential for faithfully reproducing important characteristic material properties.
Numerous researchers have proposed image-based methods to overcome these hindrances. Independently, Gortler et
al. [GGSC96] and Levoy and Hanrahan [LH96] introduced
light-field rendering, an efficiently renderable 4D representation of the plenoptic function. In their approaches, an object’s complete appearance is stored in a fourdimensional
function (called Light Field in [LH96] and Lumigraph in
[GGSC96]), that describes the flow of light at the sampled
positions in the sampled directions. While these approaches
allow photographic images – interpreted as a sampling of
the complete light field – to be interpolated to generate images from new viewpoints, the illumination has to remain
constant.
To overcome this drawback, several researchers proposed representing an object in terms of its reflectance field
[DHT∗ 00], [HCD01]. Recently, Hawkins et al. also proposed a novel, dual way of measuring an object’s reflectance
properties [HED05]. In particular [HCD01] demonstrated
remarkably realistic synthesised images of cultural heritage
artefacts under new lighting conditions, although the generation of novel viewpoints remained basic.
c The Eurographics Association 2005.
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Figure 2: The Acquisition Pipeline: The multi-camera array records 151 images per camera per light direction, resulting in
22801 images. Here, only the first ten cameras (from left to right) and the first ten light directions (from top to bottom) are
shown. From the full set of these images, the BTF is constructed, while only a subset (the diagonal in this matrix notation) is
used for the geometry reconstruction.

In the above approaches, no explicit geometry is present,
only renderings from new view points and/or under synthesised lighting conditions are feasible. In recent years,
though, researchers have found the classical two-fold
representation of an object as geometry + material to
be superior in terms of time and memory efficiency
[WAA∗ 00][CHLG05][Pul97]. We also rely on such a twofold representation but our material representation captures
both light and view dependent appearance variation. Therefore, in concept our approach is most similar to the methods
of Furukawa et al. [FKIS02] and Lensch et al. [LKG∗ 03],
who also construct a representation that allows rendering objects from novel viewpoints under arbitrary lighting. However, as they employ laser range scanners to record the 3D
geometry of the object, still large classes of objects, in particular those with complex reflectance behaviour, can not be
handled.
In our approach we use an array of fixed cameras with
fixed light sources, all mounted on a hemispherical gantry.
Although similar acquisition setups have been used by
numerous research groups, see e.g. [MPZ∗ 02], [FKIS02],
[HCD01], [MGW01], our setup benefits from massive parallelisation and the fact that no moving parts are required
– a fact that renders tedious and time consuming tasks like
recalibration, registration, etc. unnecessary.
As in our work, the simultaneous reconstruction of geometry and appearance is also an inherent part of the numerous methods aiming at 3D-reconstruction from uncalibrated
image-sequences (e.g. [PGV∗ 04]). But these techniques are
neither designed nor capable of performing the highly accurate reflectance measurements possible with a fully computer controlled and calibrated measurement device.

3. Overview
The basic concept of our algorithm is as follows: In the acquisition phase, we record a dense set of photographs from
c The Eurographics Association 2005.

pre-defined viewpoints, regularly sampled over the hemisphere. For each viewpoint v1 , . . . , vm , we illuminate the
object from light sources likewise regularly positioned at
l1 , . . . , ln . This recording is massively parallelised (as will
be described in the following section), resulting in a set
{Ii j }i=1...m, j=1...n of m × n Images, where Ii j denotes the image taken from viewpoint vi of the object to be digitised under illumination from l j .
With these images at hand, the first step is to reconstruct
a triangulated surface representation from the object. To this
end, we apply a GPU-based modification of the classical volume carving method to transform the visual hull representation derived from the dense set of images to a volumetric
representation, from which the final triangle mesh can then
be reconstructed. For this step, we only exploit the subset
{Iii }i=1...m of the total set of images, i.e. those images where
light and viewing direction is coincident.
After parametrisation of the resulting triangle mesh,
next step is to exploit the full set of images to define
BTF. Efficient extraction, compression and storage of
BTF data is described in section 6. Figure 2 illustrates
whole process.

the
the
the
the

4. Multi-Camera Grid
For fast acquisition of the images required to measure the
BTF and to reconstruct the geometry of the object to be digitised, we use an array of 151 commodity digital still cameras
mounted on a hemispherical gantry (see Figures 3, 4). A similar gantry with mounted light sources was used by Malzbender et al. to capture Polynomial Texture Maps [MGW01].
By arranging the cameras into this array, the acquisition of
the images required to construct the BTF textures is parallelised and no moving parts (e.g. a rotating stage) are needed.
Therefore, the positions of the image sensors and the light
sources can be calibrated in a preprocessing step which only
has to be carried out if a camera has been replaced or after
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Figure 3: The Dome - 151 cameras mounted on a hemispherical gantry.

the whole setup has been transported. The low-level postprocessing (geometric correction, colour correction) is fast
enough to be done in parallel to the measurement.

Figure 4: Detail view of the dome. Only commodity class,
off-the-shelf cameras have been used.

with a diffuse black finish to reduce scattered light effects in
the images and controlled by a network of eight commodity personal computers. As light sources, the built-in flash
lights of the cameras are used, no further light sources are
required. Formally, we therefore have n = m and roughly
vi = li for all i = 1, . . . , n in the above formulation. It is
worth noting, however, that as a consequence of the massively parallelised setup, we are able to capture a full dataset
of 151 × 151 = 22801 images in about 40 minutes.
5. Geometry Acquisition

Figure 5: Hemispherical setups – in contrast to full spheres
of cameras and light sources – produce a subsampling of the
full set of possible light and view directions.
For non-planar objects, our hemispherical setup can only
deliver a subsampling of the full set of possible light and
view directions. Figure 5 illustrates this effect. For geometry
and appearance acquisition, however, this subsampling can
easily be completed to cover the full sphere by repositioning
the object. To this end, a registration of the recorded images after repositioning with the original images is required.
To solve this task, we apply the automatic registration technique given in [BDW∗ 04]. It is worth noting, that with a full
automatic technique at hand, this repositioning approach can
also be used to deliberately increase the sampling rate, that
would otherwise be limited by the finite number of cameras
mounted on the gantry.
For our setup, we used consumer-class, off-the-shelf cameras with an image resolution of 2048 × 1536 pixels, coated

One of the major advantages of our acquisition device without any moving parts is that camera and light source positions are known a-priori, hence so are the transformations required to transfer the different views into a common, global
coordinate system. Thus, the registration of the multiple
views is straight forward.
5.1. Visual Hulls
The idea to exploit a set of registered photographs of an object to derive its three-dimensional layout is far from new
[Bau74]. Due to its conceptual simplicity and availability –
only classical 2D photographic images are required – numerous authors have developed algorithms to reconstruct the 3D
geometry of an object from images, long before 3D acquisition devices as laser range scanners have become commonly
available. In our approach, we apply a volumetric approach
in the concept of shape from silhouette [MA83].
In our current implementation, we first extract the objects silhouettes from the acquired 2D photographs by simple thresholding. As we use no backdrop in our setup, we set
every pixel with a brightness of less then a certain threshold to be outside, the remaining pixel are inside (see Figure
c The Eurographics Association 2005.
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Figure 6: One example image ∈ {Iii }i=1,...,n (for which light and view direction are coincident) and the corresponding binary
inside/outside-image after thresholding

6). In this step, we only exploit a subset of the set of all acquired images, namely those images where light and view
directions are identical, i.e. {Iii }i=1,...,n , resulting in a set of
binary images {Ji }i=1,...,n .
Together with the viewpoint information known from our
setup, every outside-pixel in each image now defines a ray in
scene space that is known not to intersect the object, whereas
the inside-pixel define rays that intersect the surface at some
unknown distance to the viewpoint. In the continuous case
(pixel width → 0) the union of all these intersecting rays
would define a generalised cone that is guaranteed to contain the object.
As this fact holds for all acquired images, the intersection of all these generalised cones (the Visual Hull,
[Lau94][MBR∗ 00]) describes a tight volume in space in
which the complete object must lie.
We make use of this guarantee by applying volume carving to a regular grid, i.e. we (conceptually) traverse the grid
following the outside-rays and mark any cell that is encountered during traversal as empty. The triangle mesh is then reconstructed using the well-known marching cubes approach
[LC87].

5.2. Efficient Evaluation on the GPU

direction from viewpoint vi onto the object, and let (without loss of generality) ex be the direction such that the scalar
product |he, vi i| is maximal.
We interpret the grid to be a stack of binary 2D textures
{Tk }k=1,...,X , where each Tk has a resolution of Y × Z pixels, see Figure 7. The inside/outside-information is then efficiently collected by projecting every source image Ji to each
texture Tk . We perform bitwise AND-operations during this
projective texture mapping, to set a pixel in Fk to 0 if at least
one Ji indicates so.

6. Bidirectional Texture Functions
The image-based approach to capturing the appearance of
an object for later rendering is to take dense sets of images
under controlled viewing and lighting conditions in order
to sample its reflectance field appropriately. As mentioned,
Malzbender et al. [MGW01] captured the lighting variability of a texture by taking images lit from different directions
and compressed the data to a compact representation called
Polynomial Texture Maps. As we also want to be able to vary
the viewing direction, we rely on BTFs. Mathematically the
BTF can be expressed as a measured 6D-slice of the general
8D-reflectance field

The large number of acquired images and the (potential)
need for finer grids make it impractical to actually traverse the grid following the outside-rays. Instead, we use
a hardware-supported approach based on projective texture
mapping, that we will shortly describe here for completeness.

parameterised over a base surface S:

Suppose, we have an axis-parallel grid of dimension X ×
Y × Z, corresponding to the axis directions ex , ey , and ez , respectively. For reconstruction, we have to assign to each grid
point 0 (for outside) or 1 (for inside). Let vi be the viewing

Please note that fixing the position x restricts the BTF at this
position to a 4-dimensional BRDF, which is often called apparent BRDF, because this function still contains local selfocclusions, scattering, etc. [MMS∗ 05].

c The Eurographics Association 2005.

RFrgb (xi → x0 , ωi → ω0 )

BTFrgb (x, ωi → ω0 ) =

Z
S

RFrgb (xi → x, ωi → ω0 )dxi
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Figure 7: The 3D grid is interpreted as set of binary images.

6.1. Compression
One major issue of high fidelity BTF measurements are the
huge memory requirements. A raw BTF data set easily requires multiple Gigabytes of memory, requirements that cannot be fulfilled even by the most state-of-the-art graphics
hardware. Therefore, BTF data is usually compressed either
by fitting standard BRDF models to the data or by using statistical analysis methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA) or clustered PCA. The latter is used in our current
implementation, and the resulting data can easily be decompressed and evaluated using graphics hardware [MMK04].
Statistical analysis, however, requires that data entries in
the BTF are semantically correspondent – an assumption
that holds for the raw data only under the assumptions of planarity, orthographic projection and directional light sources.
This is not the case for our system since the dimensions of
our acquisition setup cannot be considered "large" compared
to the dimensions of the objects to be digitised. Therefore,
we perform resampling of the raw BTF data based on a planar parameterisation of the reconstructed triangle mesh computed with the method of Degener et al. [DMK03] before
compression.
6.2. Incomplete BTF data for non-planar objects
To capture the reflectance of a material independently of
the specific geometric layout, most common approaches for
BTF acquisition record images of a small planar material
sample. Then a projection of the images on a common plane
typically suffices. For digitising 3D cultural heritage artefacts, though, we cannot rely on planarity. Hence, we have
to deal with effects like self-shadowing and occlusion.
Measuring BTFs generally consists of recording for every
point on the surface its reflectance from each view direction under each light direction. For non-flat surfaces, how-

ever, the reflectance for some light and viewing directions
will be zero (or close to) simply because of occlusion and/or
self-shadowing. Using standard approaches, this missing information would be misinterpreted as a property of the material. Instead, we apply a different technique to interpolate
the occluded data.

Figure 8: Polar plot illustration of the measured BTF, that
might be incomplete for some directions Φ due to occlusion
and has to be completed, e.g. using statistical analysis methods.
We first identify from all the points on the object surface
those points that have an incomplete BTF measurement, i.e.
points which are occluded for at least one light source or
camera position. Figure 8 illustrates this situation.
For these points, the BTF has to be completed. In our
current implementation, we first perform statistical analysis, here LPCA, of the measured BTF of all object surface
points for which this is complete. The eigenvectors to the
largest eigenvalues of the corresponding covariance matrices
span a lower dimensional subspace approximating the original measured data. This way each individual bidirectional
reflection function BTFrgb (x, ωi → ω0 ) in a surface point x
can then be approximated by
BTFrgb (x, ωi → ω0 ) = ∑ ck uk ,
c The Eurographics Association 2005.
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where the uk are the basis (apparent) BRDFs and the ck the
corresponding weights.
The incomplete BRDFs are completed individually, depending on the specific values that are missing. Let π be the
projection of a full BRDF-vector BTF(x) to a lower dimensional subspace that only contains the present measurements
and neglects the missing values. Then we find a set of coefficients {ck }k=1,...,K such that
||π(BTF(x)) − ∑ ck π(uk )||
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Figure 2: The Acquisition Pipeline: The multi-camera array records 151 images per camera per light direction, resulting in
22801 images. Here, only the first ten cameras (from left to right) and the first ten light directions (from top to bottom) are
shown. From the full set of these images, the BTF is constructed, while only a subset (the diagonal in this matrix notation) is
used for the geometry reconstruction.

Figure 9: Raytraced renderings of a captured and reconstructed echinite under novel lighting and viewing conditions. The
left and middle image are rendered with a small area light source and demonstrate the fine geometric details captured in the
BTF. The right image shows a relighting of the echinite with a complex image-based lighting environment captured in front of
the Pädagogische Fakultät in Bonn. The ground floor in the right image is covered with a synthetic leather BTF courtesy of
DaimlerChrysler AG.

c The Eurographics Association 2005.

